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Subject
Children are a common interest for the future that everyone shares. The general primary
education system in the United States is lacking in terms of preparing students to contribute to
society in a positive way. Many different philosophies seek to improve education, including the
Montessori approach. This method of education emphasizes learning through interactions
between the child and their environment. Multi-age classrooms encourage collaboration and
students learn at their own pace. The valuable elements of a Montessori education are
incorporated into the design of many Montessori classrooms and materials. Since each school is
privately operated, however, some may not reach the expectations of the ideal Montessori
classroom.

Thesis
The relationship between creativity and the amount of structure in a learning environment
is correlated. Architecture can inform the advancement of creativity by engaging the child’s
body and mind in a multisensory learning experience. If children are given the freedom to learn
from unobstructed interactions with their environment, they will more actively promote
creativity. Observing children in both a Montessori learning environment and a more traditional
environment, and introducing new materials to both groups will communicate different creativity
levels of the children observed. The Montessori classroom ideal can be greatly improved as well
and rendered into a superior learning environment on a universal scale. The results of the studies
with the children will translate into a design for furniture and other material typologies for
classrooms across the country and eventually into a design for the Pittsburgh Montessori School.
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Methods
The strategy for this project will be to introduce a series of related experiments that build
upon each other in the study of children’s creativity and learning. These experiments will
include:


Giving the children a set of non-traditional building materials (i.e. everyday materials
from the home) and asking them to create something from the materials



Students working on small space making exercises with a set of given materials



Students working on larger space making exercises where they build a structure to their
own scale using materials given and parts of the classroom space



Students working with a given set of materials to build what they choose, but without
using any adhesives during construction



Other exercises that will emphasize the use of some senses while restricting others, such
as creating something while blindfolded
The exercises will demonstrate how students interact with the spaces around them and

how their creativity relates to their growth of knowledge. The exercises will engage as many of
the senses and as much of the body as possible. By using the body to perform the exercises, the
children will remember more about what they are learning and will enjoy the learning process.
Major factors I will be considering in my experimentation and research with relation to
creativity and learning will be gender, culture, and economic background. The use of a diverse
subject group will be important to my research. I plan on working with children ages 5-6. I am
using a small, specific age group because of the vast jumps in development that young children
go through. I chose this specific age group because of the high level of curiosity, the vast
imaginations, the creativity, and the naiveté of the group. They are also old enough to
comprehend, analyze, and evaluate, which will be important to the project.

Timeline
During the first semester I will start to perform the experiments and gather research from
those and other sources on how children’s creativity is related to their environment. This
research will inform designs of materials and furniture for use in many types of learning
environments, including Montessori and traditional. Prototypes will be created while in the
experimental phase to be used during the exercises with the children. The design of a new
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Montessori school will be worked on simultaneously with the furniture prototypes and will be
carried further during the second semester.

Influences
Several past projects have contributed to my interest in the subject, and research that was
conducted along with those projects will be useful as I move forward. The furniture design build
project my studio worked on in the Fall ’12 semester with Mick McNutt will provide a valuable
precedent as well as a valuable connection to the school. I have also done research on various
educational theories, such as Montessori and Reggio Emilia, in other studios. I have worked at
the Carnegie Museum of Art in the Education department for the past two summers. This has
given me valuable experience working with children and has provided a connection to the
museum that could help with this project.

Other Advisors
I am taking a Principles of Child Development course in the Psychology department this
semester. This course will help me with learning about different stages and types of
development, including physical, perceptual, cognitive, emotional, and social. I have already
mentioned my project to my professor, David Rakison, and will ask for his input during various
stages of my project.
I have also made connections to the Education department at the Carnegie Museum of
Art through my work there. Juliet Pusateri and Ashley Andrykovitch will be my main contacts
at the museum, and have already expressed interest in discussing my project.

Sources
Several sources from the 18th-early 20th centuries and today have very forward-thinking
thoughts on education and more in depth research will be done on different theories:


Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi



John Dewey



Jean Piaget



Reggio Emilia



Progressive education
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Waldorf schools



Project based learning



KnowledgeWorks



2Revolutions

Both architecture and art contain many inspirational ideas for the project I am planning.
Architects include:


Aldo van Eyck- structuralism, prototype primary schools in the Netherlands

I have found works of art as well that are inspirational in that they all involve the audience, some
with the actual creation of the piece, in a playful, imaginative way. I plan on using my initial
experiments in a similar manner, where the way the children interact with the piece helps to
determine what it becomes.


The Obliteration Room by Yayoi Kusama



Room of Heights by Roman Ondaks



A helium filled kinetic drawing sculpture by Karina Smigla-Bobinski



Crochet Playgrounds by Toshiko Horiuchi MacAdam
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